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s climbing Everest, launching a business, applying for a dream work, or just getting happiness in
everyday life, Steve Sims, founder of the blissful luxury concierge program, Bluefish, reveals
basic and effective ways to sharpen your brain, gain a fresh perspective, and reach your
goals.Whether it’ By following Steve’ Now, in his 1st book, he shares guidelines, techniques, and
principles to break down any door and step onto whatever glamorous stage awaits you.From
helping a client get married in the Vatican, to charming and connecting with business mogul
Elon Musk, Bluefish founder Steve Sims may help to make the impossible possible.s succinct yet
insightful advice—as well as inspiration gleaned from the moving tales of others—you, too, may
transform your life and achieve the impossible.
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 It is very clear from the tone of his publication and his tales that he's the kind of a guy you truly
want to know. Imagine if you could be taught the rules of success by someone with a customer
list filled with a few of the world's most visible brands and superstars? Steve Sims is excellent at
showing you to think outside the package to gain loyal clients and romantic
relationships.Bluefishing is a lean, rollicking, all killer-no filler playbook on what it takes to
make dreams come true. Great book! For somebody with connections like nobody's business,
Steve is as approachable as any regular guy.I had the privilege of briefly assisting Steve Sims on
a few small projects some years back again and it was one of those formative experiences that
basically taught me the importance of delivering beyond anticipations as Steve does on a daily
basis. What struck me most about Steve was his incredible humility despite having achieved so
much in his existence. Brilliant! I'll always be grateful to him for offering me my first shot and
getting the patience to teach me some much needed lessons running a business and life.In the
event that you buy one reserve this season, make it that one.Having listen to Steve Sims on
several podcasts and meeting him in person, he is the real thing. If you would like the password
to building a truly exciting life with extraordinary people, this reserve will provide you with the
code. Nevertheless, I came across Steve's book to be honest and simple- laid with examples that
you can use or discard as they apply to you. It had been a nice way to hit the "reset button" along
the way I look at things. I liked how it had been populated with his stories rather than a large
amount of mandates and homework. An entertaining bloke who has found a method to give his
experiences a wider impact- good work! Basically, Bluefishing enables the reader absorb his
entertaining stories and then take from the publication the advice she or he wants (rather than
absorbing a sermon). (Additionally it is an instant, breezy read- I zipped through it very quickly
on my Amazon Fire) AMAZING BOOK! Brilliant!..!) isn't just informative, this is a fun examine,
from the person with out a speck of pretense. I will be encouraging my children, my group and
anyone who truly wants to make factors happen, to learn this book and, read it again! Browse it,
study it, pay attention to it, and live it. and today throw everything out the windowpane after
reading this reserve. Highly recommended in every sense. This book gives great insight to how
to overcome everything from individuals in your circle, the wall space and doors we set up on
our own and the tools to take our limiting beliefs and toss them out the windows.Having read
the book once up to now, I've already started using some of the tips he has throughout the
entire book to improve the way I do my day to day interactions with people and businesses. A
thoroughly enjoyable read Steve Sims' new publication (his first!Take everything you ever
thought you knew about looking after the people you use. It requires you deep in to the mindset
and process of someone who specializes in making the impossible happen.Bluefishing is a
mindset hack to bring dreams to life What if you can learn the secrets to building multi-million
dollar VIP relationships? I am reading this cover to cover and appearance forward to hearing
much more about Steve's adventures in the times of year to come. Outstanding! Steve Sims is a
modern-day time icon and in his very own ugly way presents probably the most powerful truths
to having success in business and in existence..Get this book immediately and move on to it!.No
matter what your lot in existence or where across the journey you are, this book will inspire and
incite you in the very best ways possible. Steve is funny and this book will keep your attention
Blown away by the product quality and content of this book. I'm so grateful that Steve wrote this
book because I have something that I can give it to people and say, "THIS is the key to your
Achievement." Do what Steve teaches in this book and you may have explosive Success. Steve is
funny which book will keep your attention. He gives genuine business and life suggestions in
this book that will motivate you to start making issues happen. Buy this publication. In fact buy 5



copies and present them to individuals who you care about. Perhaps you are still in school
pursuing any route, this book can help you achieve your dream…. His raw and honest appeal rocks
you to your extremely core. A must read!. It’s common sense, down to earth, practical and
extremely useful information. Whether you certainly are a highly successful entrepreneur, small
business owner, mid-level manager, or just the average Joe attempting to keep food up for
grabs, this publication is for you personally. This reserve will be among those legendary books
that people refer to for years to come.. That’s it guy, I’m a Bluefisher.. Thank you Mr. Sims.
Essential read in thinking beyond your box with regards to relationships and business! This book
is someone to immerse yourself into! Imagine if you could literally conjure up the difficult?Matt
Maddix Read this book, then read it again! Go through this in case you are stuck or frozen in
existence or business!! In an environment of outsized egos, Steve was the real thing - a generous
mentor with a tremendous amount of understanding to impart. If you want to discover ways to
get actually anything done, go through this book. Love this book! "Steve and his team are
passionate about building the impossible, possible… and they deliver" The person who created
Bluefish, the internationally famous company which makes once in an eternity events happen
for the rich and famous reveals to ordinary people his trade secrets to make things happen.
Steve Sims’s day job is to make the difficult possible. Along with his help and expertise, his
clients’ fantasies and wildest dreams become a reality. I've the hardback and discovered the
cover itself unique. He seldom reveals how he accomplishes the feats that make his clients so
happy. But now for the first time, Steve shares his practical tips, techniques, and ways of help
readers break down any obstacle and convert their dreams into reality. Steve Sims is the man
you call if you want the amazing done, its as simple as that should you have a speaker that has
sent clients right down to the wreck of the Titanic, placed them on stage with their favorite rock
group or shut Museums in Florence to put a table of 6 at the feet of Michelangelo’s David and
had Andrea Bocelli can be found in to Serenade them then you don’t need me. Five Stars Good
motivational and interesting listen Only read this book if you want to know the password..! .I
really like how Steve inserts his very own story into the book in an open and vulnerable way --
not in a manipulative rags-to-riches style that so many "leaders" tend to do, but rather with an
identifiable authenticity that is far too rare. This book is BRILLIANT!to success, to actions, even to
establishing yourself clear of unhealthy social media expectations. I love everything about this
book. Getting married by the Pope in the Vatican, being serenaded by Elton John, and
connecting with effective business moguls like Elon Musk are just some of the many projects he
has worked on. Steve’s perspective is fresh, beyond your traditional norms of “how to’s” and
“advertising perform’s and don’ts.” The playbook by the end is a perfect refresher course.invest
the the advice to center and use it. I know the password. :) Quick read Quick read. Provides sime
comical parts, very refreshing and useful Great mix of story and lessons from a really inspiring ..
This isn’t some stuffy, corporate white collar personal help book! Bluefishing- a sensible way to
"refresh" the perspective on your own life from a UK bloke who has done well I don't groove on
self-help books as a general rule. Great mixture of story and lessons from a inspiring
entrepreneur. Great stories and inspirational The lessons are inspirational and the stories are
relatable. A good read if you want a pick up and relaxation.
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